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AAAS Meeting

Judith Rodin Spews
Dark Age Propaganda
by Meghan Rouillard,
LaRouche Youth Movement
“If the God of Genesis 1 were actually the Creator of the universe, and man and woman were made in the Creator’s likeness, and with comparable duties to perform on His behalf,
why do men and women today, even scientists, think about
the universe as they do? . . .”—Lyndon LaRouche
Anyone familiar with the writings of Lyndon LaRouche and
other defenders of the American nation-state, knows that the
British oligarchy has run out of options in its vain efforts to
destroy the United States through military confrontation, and
has decided instead, in favor of waging epistemological warfare against the population, with the ultimate goal of getting it
to swallow actually deadly economic policies. Had it not been
for the crucial intervention of the LaRouche Youth Movement
(LYM), armed with the scientific method of humanists like
Cusa, Kepler, Leibniz, and LaRouche himself, a fly on the
wall at the February meeting of the AAAS (American Association for the Advancement of Science) might have thought
that the British had succeeded.
The policy-shift which the oligarchy seeks is typified by
its intention to insert Michael “Benito” Bloomberg as U.S.
President or Vice President in 2009. It has begun an organizing drive, sophistically named “Building America’s Future,”
which has been led by “soul mates” New York Mayor Michael
Bloomberg, California Gov. Arnie Schwarzenegger, and Judith Rodin, front-woman for the eugenics-promoting Rockefeller Foundation. Sadly, most of the thousands of scientists
attending fawned over Rodin’s address to the conference on
Feb. 15, after a day of seminars mostly pushing the Global
Warming hoax. Rodin outlined the Foundation’s fascist vision
not only the United States, but also the developing world.

A Dark Age Visionary
“ ‘Globalization,’ as proposed by the Jan. 19 Los Angeles
event of the Rockefeller Foundation’s Judith Rodin, in company with Governors Arnold Schwarzenegger and Ed Rendell, with Mayor Bloomberg, is a scheme for a new imperialism, a new Tower of Babel, a form of fascist imperial system,
. “My Early Encounter with Leibniz: On Monadology,” EIR, Feb. 22,
2008.
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designed by the fascist Felix Rohatyn who played a culpable
role, with George Shultz, in the work of the Nazi-inspired Pinochet government of Chile, an echo of the Shultz-Rohatyn
Pinochet project, whose establishment now would destroy the
essential foundations of any civilized form of human life
among the peoples of this planet. . . .”
—Lyndon LaRouche, “On Monadology”
The theme of the AAAS conference was “Science with a
Global Perspective”; various seminars were put into context
by the Feb. 16 presentation by Rodin, who spoke on the threat
of the unplanned development of cities in especially third
world countries, which would exacerbate the climate crisis
(most attendees having been thoroughly duped or blackmailed
into accepting this premise).  She spoke in true sophist fashion
about “smart globalization,” and that “the poor” (eugenicsspeak for “those we want to kill”), in fact, will suffer the most
if we don’t deal with climate change, since they rely on nature
so much! “There are currently 50 million climate refugees,”
Judith pleaded, full of emotion, to the audience, hoping no
one had the brains, or guts, to challenge her.
A clear idea of the actual “Building America’s Future”
program was given, when Rodin began to sing the praises of
the thriving tourism industry in Africa, which in fact, totally
misrepresents what the Rockefeller Foundation means when  
it speaks about “development.” The (actually bankrupt) private sector, she urged, must play a leading role in creating
“green jobs” in the United States, too: “We will harness the
power of global markets” to achieve this, she said. Rodin then
reminisced about the conference held by the Rockefeller
Foundation in Bellagio, Italy, in September 2007—the same
location where the Foundation hosted a forum for the “Limits
to Growth” depopulation movement, in 1968.
LYM members Alexandra Perebikovsky and Meghan
Rouillard approached Rodin after her speech. Perebikovsky
asked Rodin to clarify the following paradoxical point: “LaRouche PAC wants to know why the Rockefeller Foundation
doesn’t call for a debt moratorium and the development of
nuclear power for these poor countries if it’s concerned about
the situation there?. . . Your plan, as stated, won’t work.”
Rodin became visibly disturbed, claiming that the Foundation is prevented by stringent laws from “lobbying,” so they
can’t take a position on these things. The LYM challenged her
again on why nothing less than nuclear technology will develop our human economy, at which point she hastily left the
discussion.
The oligarchy’s world outlook was elaborated the next
evening in a sophistical presentation on “One Laptop per
Child,” another thinly disguised prescription for mass-death,
in a world where children die of famine and disease.
It would be wise for the AAAS to disassociate itself from
Rodin and company. No scientist with any shred of humanity
would want to be labeled as a collaborator in their plot to
reduce the world population to less than 1 billion persons.
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